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The most reliable and convenient guide to watches available, the Complete Price Guide to Watches
is a mini encyclopedia with over 10,000 watches priced and over 8,000 images provided for
education and identification. This book is the definitive guide for all levels of watch education and
collection.Featuring thousands of price changes every year, the Complete Price Guide to Watches
contains the most up to date information on American and European pocket watches and wrist
watches, comic watches, and character watches, including pricing, identification information, tips,
history, terminology, and the annual market report. Accurate pricing is joined by historical
information on a myriad of watchmakers.The guide also has dedicated illustrated entries on how a
watch works, watch parts nomenclature, the individual parts of a watch movement, how to properly
open a pocket watch, caring for your watch, railroad watch dials, cases and adjustments,
determining the age and manufacturer, and appraising. All of this information is accented by antique
illustrations salvaged and lovingly reproduced from long lost watch catalogs, advertisements, and
brochures. Because of this attention to detail the Complete Price Guide to Watches has attained
near legendary status as the only true Bible of watch prices.
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In my review of last year's edition of this annual price guide, I was only willing to give it two stars.
While that may seem brutal for what is clearly a lot of compiled information, keep in mind that most
of this data has evolved over a twenty-year collection process, and each new year is now largely a
product of editing and tweaking the previous volume. However, I have decided to raise my rating for
this year's edition by one star because even a cursory overview reveals that the effort put in since
the last volume was not nearly so minimal as the previous 2000 version.There are not a lot of new
additions in the way of specific models or grades, and this still remains a significant weakness of
this guide. To the newcomer, it appears to cover a vast array of models and grades, but to the
experienced collector, it is by no means near the definitive encyclopedia of watches. Even in its
strongest area, American pocket watches, it continues to overlook a considerable number of
grades, leaving the reader to make lump assumptions about prices of watches overlooked. The
same comments apply to wristwatches, where it might have been better to leave well documented
names completely out (such as Rolex or Patek) since they are better represented with great detail in
other books. Does this matter? Just look at the number of "rare", "scarce", bogus and absurd claims
on some Internet watch ads, and the answer should obvious: such claims would not survive the light
of day were this guide truly complete.But for the many grades that are in the book, both pocket and
wrist, it appears the authors have awakened to the reality of the market: a booming economy has
been driving prices ever upward, particularly for collectibles.

The mere fact that this guide is now in its 20th year is evidence of its popularity. It is unquestionably
the most successful guide of its kind. Much of that success lies in its clear if sometimes
oversimplified listings that make it easy for rank beginners to find the majority of popular watches,
and the sheer volume of entries. I would rate the pocket watch section over the wrist watch listing
for detail (e.g., coverage for high-end watches like Patek, Rolex and others is superficial and buyers
should rely on some other book), but both are adequate for the most popular material. However,
evidence is that most of the prices are not updated annually, and publishing deadlines make the few
updates old when fresh off the press. Some prices simply remain untouched for years when auction
and other sales clearly show significant changes (generally increases). I wonder how many of the
scarcer and "by-the-book-mint" watches the authors would be willing to sell from their collections for
the prices shown?Some historical information, such as the production dates and serial numbers are
questionable. The section on Aurora watches is clearly at odds with documented factory records
despite fresh editing done to that information in the 2000 edition. And where South Bend individual
grades are priced in detail, Auroras are lumped into general groups -- a sad oversight, since many

of those grades are very scarce (multi-stars). Other rather common grades from popular makers are
unexplainably missing amid a hit-and-miss grade list.The price grading system is dramatically
skewed to the unobtainable, making one minute flaw justification to slash the price below half of its
near-mint state (which is mint minus a box, yet most watches likely never had factory boxes).
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